[Biostatistical models in experimental gerontology].
Morphometric measuring values present themselves in a definite distribution which changes in the ageing process. This change of distribution can be clarified by distribution analyses. Another task within the analysis of frequency distributions is the decomposition of mixed distributions, as they may appear in various parameters in the course of life. The linear regression analysis is, for instance, to be used in the verification of sexual divergencies in the process of ageing. An adaptation of non-linear exponential functions to series of measuring values serves, among others, to make evidence concerning the ageing rapidity of the tissues. When in gerontological inquiries at the same time many different characteristics are determined also the degree of their ageing dependency is of interest. This is to be established by means of a special transformation within the factor analysis. Finally the study shows instances for the application of contingency tables in qualitative characteristics and the investigation of their frequency in the process of ageing as well as for the use of the cluster analysis.